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The Better Buildings Partnership 
(BBP) has developed resources 
that help to inform members and 
other property owners on how to 
become more active participants 
in the electricity market as 
it transforms to a renewable 
electricity system.

This case study supplements the 
Demand Management Planner 
available from the BBP website 
resource page and illustrates 
the nine steps described in the 
planner.

Measure performance

Implementation plan

Undertake a benefit analysis

Identify opportunities for managing demand

Understand how the building uses electricity

Define the purpose

Select building

STEP 77

STEP 66

STEP 55

STEP 44

STEP 33

STEP 22

STEP 11

STEP 88

STEP 99

Seek feedback and improve performance

Keep an eye on the future

demand management steps

https://www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resources/
https://www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resources/
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brookfield properties
At Brookfield Properties1, managing a property’s operating costs is 
serious business and with a volatile energy market behind one of the 
largest manageable operating costs of a building, there’s a laser-like 
focus on managing the electricity costs.

A large part of an electricity bill, often around 50%, is electricity 
demand charges that accrue quite differently from those based on 
energy consumption. Demand charges are for use of the transmission 
and distribution network, the ‘poles and wires’, that deliver electricity 
to a building just when you need it. Demand charges are based on a 
tariff, different to consumption charges, with embedded price signals 
designed to encourage consumers to carefully manage consumption 
during specific peak demand periods. Balancing supply and demand 
throughout the day and the year ensures safe, reliable energy supply 
for all consumers at the lowest overall cost.

Brookfield Properties’ approach has been to use smart information 
systems to merge what they know about the way their buildings 
work with electricity suppliers’ tariff structures to optimise this 
portion of the electricity bill. This has led to saving thousands per 
annum. Through partnership, smart information systems and skilled 
facilities management, Brookfield Properties have been able to solve a 
particularly tricky problem. 

Managing peak demand is challenging for electricity consumers 
because of the scope of data that needs to be aggregated into one 
place and turned into useful information. Electricity demand by 
the half hour, tariff structures, building system capability, building 
performance and tenant commitments all need to be understood and 
responses synthesised to optimise for cost, building performance and 
acceptable comfort conditions. In the past this was a near impossible 
task for all but the most dedicated energy managers. Technology, 
data capture and communication make the difference as all this 
information can be brought to a dashboard, with live or near-live data, 
enabling facility managers to be expert energy managers.

1  https://www.brookfieldproperties.com/

“Empowering our facilities teams with 
accurate and timely energy information 

has been key to our ongoing energy 
consumption and energy demand savings.”

Danny De Sousa - National Sustainability 
Manager – Operations
Brookfield Properties

https://www.brookfieldproperties.com/
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Distribution tariffs – they are not all the same
Electricity distribution companies are regulated monopolies that manage the poles and wires in a given 
geographic location. Even though these monopolies are all regulated by the Australian Energy Regulator, 
the methods they use to set charges are very different. A portfolio owner with properties in different cities 
needs to be careful to understand tariffs in each location. Some examples:

Ausgrid is the distribution network company servicing Sydney and it publishes its tariffs and useful 
explanatory documents on its website2. 

Tariffs are described for the wide range of customers served by Ausgrid. Take EA310 as an example. 
Capacity charges (2019/20 pricelist) are applied at 32.8110 c/kVA/Day where kVA is the billable maximum 
capacity achieved during the 12-month period between 2pm and 8pm on a weekday. A building with 
billable maximum capacity of 500kVA in a month with 31 days will 
be charged:

	• 500 * 0.32811* 31 = $ 5,085.71 for the month and $ 
59,880.08 for 12 months

In Parramatta it is Endeavor Energy’s distribution area3. The 
demand tariff structure is applied differently. There is no ratchet 
mechanism, charges are applied based on the maximum demand 
achieved between 4pm and 8pm business days in the billing 
month. But there is a seasonal element with the months from Nov-
Mar being charged a higher demand rate than the rest of the year. 

For comparison purposes using a flat 500kVA load, demand 
charges would be $5,172.50 for a peak month and a total of 
$55,872.50/year. For a typical building, the annual charge could be expected to be much 
less as lower demand is experienced in every month from the peak month.

Another feature of the Endeavour tariff is that demand reduction savings can be achieved 
in any month as there is no waiting out the ‘ratchet period’ that applies in other distribution 
areas.

Western Power is the distribution network company servicing Perth and it publishes its 
tariffs on its website4: 

Understanding Western Power’s tariffs takes a little more work. A sample tariff of RT6 
(2019/20 pricelist) is in four parts:

a) A fixed metered demand charge based on the rolling 12-month maximum demand
b) A variable metered demand charge based on the rolling 12-month maximum 

demand
c) If the metered demand charge is >1,000 kVA there is a demand-length charge 

based on the peak demand and the length of the electrical path to the zone 
substation

d) A fixed metering charge/day
Calculating the first two components of the charges where the maximum demand = 500 kVA, for a month 
of 31 days and where the proportion of off-peak energy/total energy =0. 75:

	• 26.827459*(1-(0.75*0.3))*31 + (500-300)*0.66041*(1-(0.75*0.3))*31 =  $ 3,817.80 
and for 12 months = $ 44,951.52

Part a) of the tariff only changes if demand drops below 300kVA, so many demand management projects 
will only impact part b) of the tariff which accounts for approx. 80% of the total charge.

These tariffs are all designed to provide a price signal to customers to manage demand.

2  Ausgrid tariffs
3  Endevour Energy – Network Pricing
4  https://westernpower.com.au/about/regulation/network-access-prices/

https://www.ausgrid.com.au/Industry/Regulation/Network-prices
https://www.endeavourenergy.com.au/wps/portal/ee/!ut/p/a1/rVA9b4MwEP0rZMiIbMAJeERVWtSlqqKowUtk4Ow4BZtgJyn_vobOaRWpN5x0p3f3PhBDe8Q0vyrJnTKat9PM1ocipnnxRCL6RosNzjfPL7t1RqLtO_aA0gPwncrxX_cfiCFWa9e7IyoBDjeorHKwxEfTTZ1fIRjNZQgsH5dYmCFQurlYN4xBPxgB1s5C7RJrcDczfPq1qpWW09-eS2jAKqnnqVaN56grTmpCwwgLCEmcJiFvViSM04gK3GQiofxH1e--Sm88ve8sQdsHOV8Rk62p5tBLdTqfWe6TMdrBl0P7f42m73ZddhJ9hpNVKxeLb_XwUW8!/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://westernpower.com.au/about/regulation/network-access-prices/
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Portfolio owners with buildings in various cities need to be 
careful in understanding the variety of electricity tariffs that 
apply and how savings can be made.  As demonstrated, what 
applies in Sydney CBD doesn’t apply in Perth, or even Parramatta. 

Several Brookfield Properties’ premium office buildings are located 
in Sydney CBD where Ausgrid’s distribution tariffs apply. Ausgrid 
measures demand peak during the period 2pm – 8pm working 
weekdays. That time window catches buildings, especially in 
the summer, at their highest load with high occupancy and air 
conditioning working hard to maintain comfort conditions on 
extreme weather days.

Buildings Alive5 provides a unique service to building owners and 
managers by using interval electricity data and blending this with 
climate data to develop a deep understanding of how buildings 
respond to weather and the factors that drive energy use. When 
combined with the knowledge that building operations managers 
and facility managers have in how their building operates, effective 
strategies to manage peak demand can be developed. It is a 
great example of technology enabling behaviour change and of 
how consumers can respond to a price signal, saving money and 
reducing congestion in the grid.

Craig Roussac, CEO of Buildings Alive, explains, “Our aim is to 
provide focused information to building operations teams so that 
they are supported in identifying and implementing strategies that 
cut building energy use. We focus on energy efficiency strategies 
first because they can be making savings all year round. We then 
apply further demand management strategies such as precooling”.

Precooling relies on building a thermal energy store in the mass 
of the building that can allow the building to freewheel during the 
peak period, shutting off chillers or reducing chiller and air handler 
speed, avoiding maxing out demand in the critical afternoon peak 
period. Operators can increase the building setpoint during the 
morning period and, with a good knowledge of how the building 
responds to high outside temperatures, limit chiller loads during 
the afternoon and still ensure building comfort conditions are 
maintained

Buildings Alive system relies on weather forecasting from 
the Bureau of Meteorology to forewarn facility teams of 
likely peak demand events up to 5 days in advance and will 
refine recommendations as the event approaches. Combining 
temperature, energy demand forecast and the current billable 
peak demand provides operators the information that allows them 
to understand if they are likely to surpass the previous demand 
peak setting a new billable peak and how they might configure the 
building to respond.

5  https://www.Buildings Alive.com/

https://www.buildingsalive.com/
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Figure 1 Five day ahead warning of predicted peak demand event

As the peak event day approaches the Buildings Alive system refines the forecast down to a daily profile showing 
how the building is expected to use energy throughout the day, focusing attention on the peak demand period.

Figure 2 One day ahead peak demand warning
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Danny De Sousa, National Sustainability Manager – Brookfield 
Properties, has been the internal champion for the demand 
management project, setting up the partnership with Buildings Alive 
and fostering engagement with the site management teams. Danny 
has seen the benefits that providing structured, reliable and an ever-
improving information set on each building provides.

Danny De Sousa notes that “the information and visualisations 
that Buildings Alive provide are fully automated, ensuring facility 
teams aren’t burdened with routine tracking of data. Instead, the 
Buildings Alive platform provides actionable insights that the 
Facilities Management team can work on straight away. Then, most 
importantly, feedback. After an event has passed the platform is 
able to show the difference that any operational change has made 
and assess their effectiveness. 

The historical energy use baseline is normalised with weather and 
other building attributes so Buildings Alive can predict how the 
building would have behaved prior to the change. Operators can see 
how the building performed compared to the past and this rapid 
feedback reinforces the understanding of how each building can be 
optimised.

For a facility manager to compile historical electricity consumption 
with historical weather, to apply the data science to make sense of 
this information and to compare it with the applicable tariffs, even if 
they could find them, and to rationalize all this information with their 
knowledge of what’s happening in the building day to day would be 
an impossible task without Buildings Alive.”

As for keeping an eye on the future Craig and Danny are confident 
that new opportunities for saving energy and reducing peak 
demand will continue to arise as technologies continue to improve 
at a rapid pace.

“The combination of behavioral change and 
progress in technologies will continue to 

allow building operations to be optimised for 
best comfort, cost and sustainability. Simple 

things, like changing the period that peak 
demand is measured over, can make a big 
difference in the way buildings respond to 

price signals and protect the grid.
We’ve only just scratched the surface in terms 

of getting rich information in the hands of 
people that run comfortable, cost and energy 

efficient buildings”
Craig Roussac


